House Calendar

of the
SECOND REGULAR SESSION OF THE
FIFTY-EIGHTH LEGISLATURE, 2022
OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Thirty-seventh LEGISLATIVE DAY
Monday, April 18, 2022

PSYCHOLOGIST OF THE DAY
Sonya Cornwell, Ph.D., Tahlequah, OK (Representative Bob Culver)

CHAPLAIN
Pastor Joel Harder, House Chaplain, Pastor Joel Harder, OK

VETERAN
Orlando G. Ceville, Jr., U. S. Air Force and U.S. Army, Oklahoma City, (OK)
Representative Mickey Dollens

COMMITTEE MEETINGS
Monday, April 18
1:00 p.m., Rules, Room 206

SECOND READING

HB 4431 – By Patzkowsky.
Revenue and taxation; ad valorem protests; county assessor; effective date; emergency.

HB 4432 – By Patzkowsky.
Medical marijuana; requiring medical marijuana commercial grower licensees to display outdoor signage; effective date.

HB 4433 – By Patzkowsky.
Waters and water rights; requiring Oklahoma Water Resources Board make certain determination before allowing certain permits; effective date.

HB 4434 – By Patzkowsky.
Corporation Commission; Oklahoma Corporation Commission Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4435** – By Patzkowsky.
Officers; creating the Officers Reform Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4436** – By Patzkowsky.
Corporation Commission; Oklahoma Corporation Commission Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4437** – By Patzkowsky.
Corporation Commission; Oklahoma Corporation Commission Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4438** – By Patzkowsky.
Corporation Commission; Oklahoma Corporation Commission Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4439** – By Patzkowsky.
Corporation Commission; Oklahoma Corporation Commission Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4440** – By Patzkowsky.
Transportation; creating the Transportation Reform Act; effective date.

**HB 4441** – By Patzkowsky.
Agriculture; Oklahoma Agriculture Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4442** – By Patzkowsky.
Eminent domain; Oklahoma Eminent Domain Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4443** – By Patzkowsky.
Counties and county officers; Oklahoma Counties and County Officers Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4444** – By Patzkowsky.
Cities and towns; Oklahoma Cities and Towns Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4445** – By Patzkowsky.
Oil and gas; Oklahoma Oil and Gas Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4446** – By Patzkowsky.
Corporation Commission; Oklahoma Corporation Commission Act of 2022; effective date.

**HB 4447** – By Patzkowsky.
Schools; creating the State Schools Act; effective date.
HB 4448 – By Patzkowsky.
Waters and water rights; creating the Waters and Water Rights Modernization Act; effective date.

HJR 1045 – By McEntire.
Joint Resolution; privatized managed care organizations; state-based managed care system.

HJR 1065 – By Gann.
Joint Resolution disapproving permanent rule of the Construction Industries Board; distribution.

RESOLUTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

HCR 1013 – By Steagall of the House and Dahm of the Senate.
Concurrent resolution; communism; Cuba.

HCR 1018 – By Phillips of the House and Pederson of the Senate.
A Concurrent Resolution encouraging further economic and cultural ties between the State of Oklahoma and Taiwan; distribution.

HR 1043 – By Waldron.
Resolution supporting Ukraine; recognizing Ukrainian sovereignty; and urging withdrawal of Russian forces.

HR 1047 – By Roberts (Sean).
Resolution; oil and gas industry; increasing oil and gas production.

HR 1052 – By West (Tammy).
Poetry Month; proclaiming April as National Poetry Month.

HR 1054 – By Pae.
Resolution; recognizing March 29, 2022 as Anti-Hunger Day in Oklahoma.

HR 1055 – By Pae.
Resolution; recognizing March 29, 2022 as Anti-Hunger Day in Oklahoma.

HR 1059 – By Smith et. al.
Honoring Cpl. Phillip W. Coon.

HR 1060 – By West (Rick).
Resolution sending heartfelt remembrances to those killed in the terrorist bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building; distribution.

SCR 19 – By Daniels.
Concurrent resolution; establishing the Joint Rules for the Joint Committee on Administrative Rules; amending Joint Rules.
SCR 24 – By Hicks et. al. of the Senate and Bush et. al. of the House.
A resolution designating April 7, 2022, as ACEs and PACEs Awareness Day in Oklahoma.

SENATE AMENDMENTS TO HOUSE BILLS

SAs to HB 1122 – By Phillips et. al. of the House and Leewright of the Senate.
[Telcommunications; imposing maximum charges with respect to certain connections to utility poles; effective date.]

SAs to HB 1647 – By Humphrey of the House and Bullard of the Senate.
Criminal procedure; Pretrial Release Act; proceedings; services programs; effective date.

SAs to HB 1940 – By Hilbert of the House and Leewright of the Senate.
Professions and occupations; prohibiting roofing contractor from waiving insurance deductible as advertisement or inducement for sale; effective date.

SAs to HB 2542 – By Stinson et. al. of the House and Brooks of the Senate.
[Attorneys; practice of law; procedure for motion to practice law in Oklahoma; reciprocal agreement; effective date.]

SAs to HB 2693 – By Hasenbeck et. al. of the House and Pugh et. al. of the Senate.
[Civics education; directing establishment of micro-credential program in civics; removing requirement for certain assessment; effective date; emergency.]

SAs to HB 2776 – By Pfeiffer of the House and Montgomery et. al. of the Senate.
[School funding; creating the Protecting Revenues for Oklahoma Teachers, Educators and Students (PROTEST) Fund; purpose; expenditures; effective date; emergency.]

THIRD READING

HB 1055 – By Randleman of the House and Stephens of the Senate.
Definitions and general provisions; designating the Colonial Spanish Mustang/Heritage Horse of Oklahoma as the state horse; codification; effective date.

HB 1888 – By Williams et. al. of the House and Bullard of the Senate.
State government; prohibiting certain entities from conducting gender or sexual diversity training or counseling; effective date.

GENERAL ORDER

HB 1005 – By Bush et. al. of the House and Montgomery of the Senate.
Public health; Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Act; harm-reduction services; codification; emergency.

**HB 1011** – By Phillips et. al.
Consumer protection; Digital Fair Repair Act; disclosure of information; effective date.

**HB 1020** – By Worthen.
Public lands; requiring notice to certain landowners when state school lands are recategorized; effective date.

**HB 1025** – By Worthen.
Criminal procedure; clarifying hearing procedures for returning property to lawful owners; effective date.

**HB 1048** – By Kerbs et. al.
Railroads; requiring certain railroads to have two crewmembers in control compartment of lead locomotive unit; making certain exceptions; effective date.

**HB 1049** – By Kerbs et. al.
Motor vehicles; requiring the Department of Public Safety to provide internet services with adequate speed to motor license agents; effective date.

**HB 1056** – By Olsen et. al.
Crimes and punishments; prohibiting certain officials from restricting religious activities during a declared state of emergency; effective date.

**HB 1097** – By Strom of the House and Coleman of the Senate.
Alcoholic beverages; authorizing holders of multiple small brewer licenses to sell beer at multiple locations; effective date.

**HB 1115** – By West (Rick) et. al.
Criminal procedure; authorizing use of certain chemical treatment for offenders who commit sexually violent offenses; codification; effective date.

**HB 1117** – By West (Rick).
State government; exempting certain individuals from state park entrance fees; effective date.

**CS for HB 1126** – By Phillips.
Technology; requiring employers provide written notice to employees of electronic mail monitoring; requiring certain categories of monitoring be disclosed; effective date.

**CS for HB 1128** – By Phillips.
State government; office of Attorney General; domestic violence; providing certain exemptions; effective date.

**HB 1141** – By Fetgatter.
Environment and natural resources; allowing a county or municipality to create a landfill utilization district; effective date.

**HB 1142** – By Fetgatter.
Agriculture; creating the Oklahoma Industrial Hemp Remediation Program; effective date.

**CS for HB 1229** – By Smith of the House and McCortney of the Senate.
Professions and occupations; Funeral Services Licensing Act; definition; exception; effective date.

**HB 1238** – By McCall.
United States; creating the Federal Relations Act of 2021; effective date.

**HB 1239** – By McCall.
United States; creating the Federal Relations Act of 2021; effective date.

**CS for HB 1551** – By McDugle of the House and Jett of the Senate.
Prisons and reformatories; directing the Pardon and Parole Board to establish a Conviction Integrity Review Unit; effective date.

**HB 1564** – By Gann et. al. of the House and Stephens et. al. of the Senate.
Landlord and tenant; delinquent rent; prohibiting discretion to extend terms of tenancy; authorizing late payment fee; providing for enforcement of act; effective date.

**HB 1580** – By Dollens et. al.
Animals; prohibiting persons from chaining or tethering a dog under certain circumstances; effective date.

**HB 1605** – By Walke.
Probate; venue priority; effective date; emergency.

**HB 1619** – By Bennett.
Landlord and tenant; delinquent rent; rental agreement termination; timing requirements; effective date.

**HB 1627** – By Mize of the House and Montgomery of the Senate.
Consumer protection; Online Marketplace Consumer Protection Act; Attorney General; effective date.

**CS for HB 1636** – By Phillips.
Alcoholic beverages; mixed beverage, beer and wine, caterer, public or special event licensee; audit; effective date.

**HB 1637** – By Randleman et. al. of the House and Quinn of the Senate.
Mental Health; Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services; authority; requirement; definition; effective date.
HB 1660 – By West (Kevin) et. al. of the House and Quinn of the Senate.
Daylight saving time; exempting Oklahoma from the federal daylight saving time
provision; effective date.

HB 1706 – By Talley et. al. of the House and Leewright of the Senate.
Transportation; stating legislative intent; requiring the Department of Transportation
sign and send application requesting Historic Route 66 be declared a U.S. Bicycle Route by
certain date; effective date.

HB 1754 – By Hardin (David) of the House and Weaver of the Senate.
Crimes and punishments; increasing penalties; effective date.

CS for HB 1757 – By Ranson of the House and Dugger of the Senate.
Criminal procedure; authorizing the arrest of persons under certain circumstances;
effective date.

HB 1787 – By Pae of the House and Coleman of the Senate.
State government; providing for rates of compensation for on-call state employees;
repealer; effective date.

CS for HB 1790 – By Pae of the House and Brooks of the Senate.
Public health and safety; creating the Kasey Alert Act; Department of Public Safety;
Commissioner of Public Safety; law enforcement; effective date.

CS for HB 1798 – By Miller.
Consumer protection; Network Company Services Act; Attorney General; consumer
information; effective date.

CS for HB 1833 – By McBride of the House and Daniels of the Senate.
Nuisance; oil and gas activities; damages; effective date.

HB 1835 – By Waldron.
Professions; occupations; disciplinary action; effective date.

HB 1843 – By Fugate et. al.
Elections; authorizing absentee voter to cast provisional ballot; providing exceptions;
effective date.

CS for HB 1845 – By Fugate.
Motor vehicles; requiring lamp usage during conditions of inclement weather; effective
date.

HB 1898 – By Roberts (Sean).
Firearms; deleting named act and adding statutory references; codification; effective
date.

HB 1908 – By Fetgatter.
Revenue and taxation; medical marijuana taxation; State Department of Health; Oklahoma Tax Commission; contract; tax collection; fee; effective date; emergency.

**HB 1909** – By Fetgatter.
Revenue and taxation; Oklahoma adjusted gross income and taxable income; business license; Section 280E of Internal Revenue Code; effective date.

**CS for HB 1919** – By Blancett.
Schools; mandating counseling and guidance services for students; setting minimum ratio of students to certified school counselors; effective date.

**CS for HB 1920** – By Martinez.
Beer industry requirements; regulation of agreements; prohibiting certain actions; effective date.

**CS for HB 1921** – By Martinez et. al.
State government; designation of quarters and space to state departments; limitations to certain relocations; emergency.

**CS for HB 1922** – By Martinez.
Alcoholic beverages; modifying requirements for certain wine shipment reports; effective date.

**CS for HB 1927** – By Martinez et. al. of the House and Pugh of the Senate.
[Revenue and taxation; tax credit; parents of children enrolled in public school; effective date.]

**CS for HB 1942** – By Smith et. al. of the House and Bullard of the Senate.
Public health and safety; requiring the dispatch of certain calls to volunteer fire departments; effective date.

**CS for HB 1981** – By Lepak.
Professions and occupations; creating the Universal State and Military Equivalence Licensing Recognition Act; effective date.

**CS for HB 1989** – By Caldwell (Trey).
Agriculture; seed labels; requiring genetically engineered cotton seed labels contain certain information; minimum warm germination percentage; effective date.

**CS for HB 2036** – By Ford of the House and Bergstrom of the Senate.
Public health; vapor products and reporting; compliance deadlines; emergency.

**HB 2076** – By McCall.
State government; prohibiting awarding of state contracts to certain entities; effective date.

**HB 2092** – By Sims.
Counties and county officers; creating the Oklahoma Natural Disaster Mitigation and Recovery Act; effective date; emergency.

CS for HB 2126 – By McEntire.
Alcoholic beverages; creating the grocery and convenience store spiritis license; effective date.

CS for HB 2135 – By McEntire of the House and Thompson of the Senate.
Alcoholic beverages; business interests and acts prohibited for manufacturers; effective date.

CS for HB 2164 – By Roe of the House and Pemberton of the Senate.
[Professions and occupations; use of professional designations; modifying definition of doctor to include certain persons; effective date.]

HB 2215 – By McDugle of the House and Weaver of the Senate.
Crimes and punishments; expanding scope of prohibited acts; effective date.

HB 2218 – By McDugle of the House and Jett of the Senate.
Public health and safety; Catastrophic Health Emergency Powers Act; prohibiting governmental entities from closing or limiting businesses; effective date.

HB 2227 – By Moore of the House and Garvin of the Senate.
Public finance; authorizing certain entities to initiate and conduct bankruptcy proceedings; effective date.

HB 2244 – By May.
Medical marijuana; modifying scope of certain definition; effective date.

HB 2273 – By West (Josh).
Law enforcement officers; making certain acts unlawful; codification; effective date.

HB 2276 – By West (Josh) of the House and Thompson of the Senate.
Workers’ compensation; mental illness or injury; volunteer firefighters group insurance; effective date.

HB 2314 – By Lawson.
Community-based services; definitions; community services worker registry; investigation; notification; procedure; effective date.

HB 2332 – By Williams et. al.
Prisons and reformatories; eliminating certain duty of the State Board of Corrections; effective date.

CS for HB 2361 – By Burns.
Criminal procedure; modifying causes for removal of officers; effective date.

HB 2385 – By Sterling of the House and Jett of the Senate.
Motor vehicles; providing civil immunity for removing animal from motor vehicle using forcible entry; effective date.

CS for HB 2389 – By Boles et. al. of the House and Paxton of the Senate.
Revenue and taxation; gross production; apportionment; cities and towns; County Bridge and Road Improvement Fund; effective date; emergency.

CS for HB 2446 – By Munson.
Children; Office of Juvenile Affairs; responsibility; Division Directors; effective date.

HB 2505 – By Kannady of the House and Weaver of the Senate.
Criminal procedure; directing courts to conduct evidentiary hearing for certain criminal matters; codification; effective date.

CS for HB 2525 – By Bashore.
Landlord and tenant; delinquent rent; late charges within certain percentage of monthly rent not be a penalty; effective date.

HB 2532 – By Cornwell et. al.
State government; Criminal Justice Coordinating Commission; membership; duties; study; recommendations; effective date.

CS for HB 2533 – By Humphrey.
Workers' compensation; death benefits; law enforcement officers; COVID-19 death; emergency.

HB 2547 – By Stinson.
Schools; requiring media timeouts at high school sporting events which are being broadcast; effective date.

CS for HB 2600 – By Roberts (Sean).
Counties and county officers; confidential communications with legal counsel; conflict of interest; district attorney; representation; emergency.

CS for HB 2601 – By Roberts (Sean).
Public trusts; appointment by board of county commissioners; method of selection; appointment restrictions; emergency.

HB 2647 – By Echols of the House and Garvin of the Senate.
Crimes and punishments; increasing age limitation; effective date.

HB 2653 – By Echols.
Motor vehicles; modifying offenses requiring mandatory revocation; effective date.

CS for HB 2659 – By Echols.
Medical marijuana; patient and caregiver licenses; authorizing possession of topical marijuana; effective date.
CS for HB 2660 – By Echols.
Medical marijuana; processor licensing requirements; modifying test batch requirements for licensed medical marijuana commercial growers and processors; effective date.

CS for HB 2673 – By Echols of the House and Treat et. al. of the Senate.
Schools; student transfers; reallocating State Aid for certain transfer students; transfer allowance; private schools; effective date.

CS for HB 2681 – By Marti.
Insurance; Insurance Commissioner qualifications; eliminating financial interest prohibition; effective date.

HB 2688 – By Hasenbeck.
Animals; repealing annual report requirements related to the Commercial Pet Breeders and Animal Shelter Licensing Act; effective date.

CS for HB 2701 – By Hasenbeck.
[Revenue and taxation; creating the Education Investment for Oklahoma Act; modifying the Equal Opportunity Education Scholarship Act; effective date.]

HB 2730 – By Pittman of the House and Montgomery of the Senate.
Health; maternal and infant mortality; hospitals and birthing centers; implicit bias training; health care professionals; State Department of Health; effective date.

HB 2733 – By Pittman.
Indigenous persons; Ida's Law; Office of Liaison for Missing and Murdered Indigenous Persons; requirements; effective date.

HB 2742 – By Ford.
Motor vehicles; child passenger restraint systems; modifying age requirements for use of certain restraint systems; effective date.

HB 2875 – By Wallace of the House and Taylor of the Senate.
[Revenue and taxation; Motor Vehicle Tax Equity Act of 2021; public highway electric vehicles; sales tax; use tax; vehicle excise tax; exemptions; in lieu treatment; definitions; effective date; emergency.]

CS for HB 2876 – By Wallace et. al. of the House and Floyd of the Senate.
Revenue and taxation; Vapor Products Tax Code; e-liquids; excise tax; Vapor Products Regulation Revolving Fund; effective date.

HB 2878 – By Wallace of the House and Thompson of the Senate.
State government; subdivision audits; definition of audit; effective date.

HB 2973 – By Olsen et. al.
Counseling; mental health; Parental and Family Rights in Counseling Protection Act; emergency.
HB 2994 – By Gann.
Sunset; Board of Tests for Alcohol and Drug Influence; re-creating Board; modifying termination date.

HB 2995 – By Gann.
Sunset; Oklahoma State Board of Examiners for Long-Term Care; re-creating Board; modifying termination date.

HB 2997 – By Gann.
Sunset; Oversight Committee for State Employee Charitable Contributions; re-creating Committee; modifying termination date.

HB 3000 – By Gann.
Sunset; Archives and Records Commission; re-creating Commission; modifying termination date; emergency.

HB 3008 – By Luttrell et. al. of the House and Coleman of the Senate.
[Amusements and sports; state-tribal gaming; exception; model tribal gaming compact supplement; sports pools; term; fees; procedures; payment; conduct; participation; apportionment; effective date.]

CS for HB 3023 – By Hasenbeck.
Dental insurance claims; definitions; requirements; effective date.

HB 3025 – By Worthen.
Fees; court clerks; payment; loose coins; effective date.

HB 3067 – By Manger.
Public finance; state agency information technology systems; Oklahoma State Bureau of Investigation; exemption; effective date; emergency.

HB 3077 – By Smith.
Animals; trespassing dog; camera; damages; effective date.

HB 3104 – By Steagall et. al. of the House and Bullard of the Senate.
Firearms; clarifying preemption provision and certain mandate; effective date.

HB 3209 – By Nichols et. al.
Cities and towns; Municipal Code Lien Enforcement Act of 2022; municipal code violations; municipal lien foreclosures; effective date.

HB 3222 – By Roberts (Dustin) of the House and Kidd of the Senate.
Contracts; third-party delivery; restaurants; fine; right of action; effective date.

HB 3224 – By Roberts (Dustin).
Public health; newborn screening specimen; reporting; effective date.
HB 3238 – By Gann et. al.
Landlord and tenant; limiting court discretion; immediate possession; effective date; emergency.

CS for HB 3246 – By Randleman et. al.
Professions and occupations; Board of Chiropractic Examiners; articles of natural origin; effective date.

CS for HB 3275 – By Mize.
Insurance; Market Assistance Association; insurer; member; homeowners’ liability; vacancies; annual statement; effective date.

CS for HB 3276 – By Humphrey of the House and Weaver of the Senate.
Qualified immunity; prohibiting employees from being liable for monetary damages under certain circumstances; effective date.

HB 3283 – By Humphrey.
Crimes and punishments; reducing penalties for certain lawful acts; effective date.

HB 3301 – By Humphrey.
Prisons and reformatories; directing the Department of Corrections to provide minimum ratio of correctional officer staffing at facilities; codification; effective date.

HB 3335 – By Fugate.
Driver licenses; allowing option to include blood type on license or identification card; effective date.

HB 3343 – By Worthen.
Power of attorney; Medical Uniform Durable Power of Attorney Act of 2022; health and medical durable powers; effective date; emergency.

HB 3361 – By McCall.
Professions and occupations; Oklahoma Funeral Board; providing for quorum; effective date.

HB 3372 – By West (Tammy) of the House and Weaver of the Senate.
State government; stating intent; requiring the Office of Management and Enterprise Services to promulgate rules regarding certain distribution of surplus vehicles; effective date.

HB 3380 – By Stinson.
Physical therapists; practice; eliminating time limits; effective date.

HB 3384 – By Moore.
Civil procedure; discovery; effective date.

CS for HB 3406 – By Bush.
Civil procedure; statute of limitations; modifying when action must be brought; effective date.

**CS for HB 3410** – By Pae et. al. of the House and Garvin of the Senate. Children; Oklahoma Juvenile Code; definition; custody; child in need of supervision; effective date.

**CS for HB 3411** – By Pae et. al. of the House and Weaver of the Senate. Crimes and punishments; allowing state agencies to bring certain forfeiture actions; effective date.

**CS for HB 3425** – By Kerbs. Nursing homes; requirements for certain private methods of care; effective date.

**HB 3432** – By Kerbs et. al. Agriculture; Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food, and Forestry; overseeing school lunch program; effective date.

**HB 3466** – By Grego of the House and Murdock of the Senate. [Revenue and taxation; sales tax; agriculture; exemption; renewal; procedures; effective date.]

**CS for HB 3475** – By Grego of the House and Allen of the Senate. Records; Oklahoma Open Records Act; procedures; requests; Oklahoma Open Meeting Act; exemptions; public trusts; effective date.

**HB 3491** – By Lepak et. al. Environment and natural resources; defining term; prohibiting certain programs that regulate greenhouse gas emissions without legislative approval; effective date.

**CS for HB 3500** – By McEntire et. al. Crimes and punishments; penalties for assault and better upon a school employee; effective date.

**CS for HB 3502** – By Hardin (David) of the House and Pemberton of the Senate. Schools; requiring compulsory school attendance for certain students who are eighteen; punishment for violations; emergency.

**HB 3509** – By Provenzano. Pharmacists; COVID-19 vaccinations; requirements; effective date.

**HB 3510** – By Provenzano. Definitions and general provisions; Freedom Flag; official Flag of Remembrance; September 11, 2001; effective date.

**CS for HB 3545** – By Caldwell (Chad). Charter schools; creating the Statewide Charter School Board; effective dates; emergency.
CS for HB 3677 – By Roberts (Sean).
Electoral; voter registration; requiring verification of certain information; poll
watchers; making certain acts unlawful; effective date.

HB 3687 – By McDugle et. al. of the House and Daniels of the Senate.
[Revenue and taxation; tax credit; retired military; nonmilitary income; security
clearance; effective date.]

CS for HB 3718 – By Roberts (Sean).
Law enforcement; sheriffs; federal law enforcement officials; arrests; emergency.

HB 3732 – By West (Josh) of the House and Coleman of the Senate.
Alcoholic beverages; cocktails-to-go; modifying definitions and requirements;
effective date.

CS for HB 3741 – By Blancett.
Medical licensure; continuing education requirements; effective date.

HB 3760 – By Johns et. al.
Oklahoma Police Pension and Retirement System; Oklahoma Police Deferred Option
Plan; assumed rate of return; emergency.

CS for HB 3810 – By Moore of the House and Weaver of the Senate.
Courts; Justices and judges; confidential information; penalty; effective date.

HB 3851 – By Boatman.
Children; termination of parental rights; statutory references; district attorney; effective
date.

CS for HB 3856 – By Strom of the House and Coleman of the Senate.
Alcoholic beverages; creating the Task Force for the Study of Theft and Delivery and
Consequential Youth Access of Alcohol Across Oklahoma; effective date; emergency.

CS for HB 3859 – By Strom of the House and Coleman of the Senate.
Alcoholic beverages; providing that mixed beverage licensees may sell to-go drinks at
a different price than on-premises drinks; effective date.

CS for HB 3878 – By Lepak.
Employers and employees; employer vaccination mandate exemptions; emergency.

HB 3890 – By Townley of the House and Pederson of the Senate.
Definitions and general provisions; official state book; Holy Bible; effective date.

CS for HB 3896 – By Hasenbeck.
School curriculum; subject matter standards; requiring certain subject matter standards
to include a certain denotation; effective date.
CS for HB 3903 – By Pfeiffer et. al.
Prisons and reformatories; parole eligibility; clemency; emergency.

CS for HB 3906 – By Pfeiffer et. al.
County officers; sheriffs; district attorneys; chief law enforcement officer; effective date.

CS for HB 3907 – By Kannady.
Seized or forfeited property; directing the Attorney General to establish and maintain case tracking system and public website for seized and forfeited property; effective date.

CS for HB 3916 – By Roberts (Dustin) et. al.
Professions and occupations; Physician Assistant Act; modifying practice agreements; effective date.

CS for HB 3924 – By Pfeiffer.
Insurance; Patient's Right to Pharmacy Choice Act; compliance; prohibitions; pharmacy benefits managers; Insurance Commissioner; effective date; emergency.

HB 3936 – By Culver.
Amusements and sports; Oklahoma Horse Racing Act; definitions; rules; license; codification; effective date.

CS for HB 3941 – By Culver.
State government; legal representation of agencies or officials of the executive branch; allow contracts with law firms; fees; records; information submitted to the Attorney General; effective date.

CS for HB 3955 – By Culver.
Cities and towns; arbitration; collective bargaining rights of sheriff’s employees; procedure of fees and expenses; effective date.

HB 3965 – By Burns.
Commercial auction and consignment dealers; creating the Oklahoma Commercial Auction and Consignment Dealers Act; effective date.

CS for HB 3994 – By Dobrinski.
Motor vehicle dealers; license requirements; effective date.

CS for HB 4013 – By Conley.
Crimes and punishments; modifying definition of obscene material; effective date.

CS for HB 4015 – By Conley of the House and Bullard of the Senate.
Education; permitting certain complaints to be filed with the Attorney General's Office of Civil Rights Enforcement; effective date.

HB 4017 – By Conley.
Prisons and reformatories; directing salary to be established by the Department of Corrections Correctional Teacher Pay Scale based on credentials and experience; effective date.

HB 4053 – By Marti of the House and Coleman of the Senate.
Alcoholic beverages; beer distributor; price posting; effective date.

HB 4096 – By Hasenbeck.
Public safety; designated license plates; effective date.

CS for HB 4121 – By Frix.
Public health and safety; death certificates; authorizing sheriff to sign medical certification; effective date.

CS for HB 4138 – By Roberts (Sean).
Firearms; unlawful carry of firearms in certain places; scope of prohibited act; exception; concealed carry during State Fair; effective date.

HB 4155 – By Goodwin.
Children; guardianship; information; signature; effective date.

HB 4276 – By Sneed.
Insurance; motor vehicle liability policies; minimum insurance coverage; effective date.

CS for HB 4330 – By Sneed et. al.
[Professions and occupations; registered nurse programs; adding program; effective date.]

CS for HB 4351 – By Hill.
Consumer Credit Code; surcharges; effective date.

CS for HB 4357 – By Hill.
Occupational licensing; creating the Provisional License for Ex-Offenders Act; effective date.

HB 4372 – By Ford.
Motor vehicles; modifying requirements for certain plate; creating the Antique Vehicles License Plate; effective date.

CS for HB 4395 – By Pittman.
Prisoner reentry; creating the Prisoner Reentry Pilot Program for certain inmates; effective date.

CS for HB 4403 – By Pittman.
Agriculture; creating the Urban and Community Forestry Act; effective date.

CS for HB 4450 – By Wallace et. al. of the House and Thompson et. al. of the Senate.
Health care workforce development; creating the Health Care Workforce Development and Finance Act of 2022; creating the Health Care Workforce Development Revolving Fund; emergency.

CS for HJR 1004 – By Fetgatter.
Constitutional amendment; requiring certain vote of people to pass constitutional amendments; ballot title.

CS for HJR 1029 – By Nichols.
Constitutional amendment; authorizing an economically disadvantaged levy for certain school districts; ballot title; filing.

HJR 1031 – By Caldwell (Chad) of the House and Daniels of the Senate.
Constitutional amendment; providing for the consideration of votes when determining results of certain elections; ballot title.

HJR 1033 – By Caldwell (Chad).
Constitutional amendment; requiring schools to spend certain percentage of budget on instructional expenditures; ballot title; filing.

HJR 1037 – By Echols.
Oklahoma Constitution; ad valorem taxation; homesteads; age 65 or older; fair cash value; ballot title; filing.

HJR 1038 – By Caldwell (Chad) et. al.
Oklahoma Constitution; expenditure increases; state government; initiative petitions; referenda; required ballot title; ballot title; filing.

HJR 1039 – By Pfeiffer.
Constitutional amendment; changing the percentage of legal voters from statewide to each congressional district of the state for certain petitions; ballot title; filing.

CS for HJR 1057 – By Newton.
Oklahoma Constitution; emergency medical service districts; millage rate; ballot title; filing.

SB 1 – By Hall et. al. of the Senate and Bush of the House.
Oklahoma Scrap Metal Dealers Act; renaming act; modifying content, prohibitions and requirements. Effective date.

SB 7 – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Humphrey of the House.
Mental health; providing for assessment via telemedicine under certain circumstances. Effective date.

CS for SB 9 – By Standridge et. al. of the Senate and Humphrey of the House.
Obscene material; modifying definition. Effective date.

SB 12 – By Standridge of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Act; modifying inclusions. Effective date.

**SB 25** – By Daniels et. al. of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Sentencing proceedings; modifying eligibility requirements for jury resentencing. Effective date.

**SB 29** – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Hardin (David) of the House.
Forcible entry and detainer; specifying restoration of physical possession to plaintiff. Effective date.

**SB 41** – By McCortney of the Senate and Johns of the House.
State employee payroll deductions; modifying type of service company and minimum number of employees eligible for premium payments. Effective date.

**SB 43** – By Hall of the Senate and Humphrey of the House.
Commercial driver education training; modifying certain terms and fee. Effective date.

**SB 47** – By Coleman of the Senate and Pfeiffer of the House.
District attorneys; modifying requirements for destruction of certain records. Effective date.

**SB 67** – By Simpson of the Senate and McCall et. al. of the House.
Teacher certification; allowing exceptions to required certification examinations for candidates who are deaf. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 72** – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Lepak of the House.
Sales and use tax; repealing exemption in Research and Development Incentives Act. Effective date.

**SB 80** – By Dossett (J.J.) of the Senate and Ford of the House.
Professions and occupations; modifying requirements for unarmed security guards. Effective date.

**SB 83** – By Hall of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Oklahoma Fuel Alcohol Act; repealer. Effective date.

**CS for SB 92** – By McCortney et. al. of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
Insurance; expanding actions constituting unfair claims settlement practices. Effective date.

**SB 103** – By Kirt of the Senate and Pae of the House.
Absentee ballots; modifying procedures for marking and return of ballots for certain persons. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 119** – By Allen et. al. of the Senate and Russ of the House.
State capitol and capitol buildings; establishing requirements for the use of capitol property. Effective date.
CS for SB 144 – By Standridge et. al. of the Senate and Frix et. al. of the House. Motor vehicles; creating special license plates. Effective date.

SB 146 – By Thompson of the Senate and Wallace of the House. Commissioners of the Land Office; allowing selection of one or more custodial banks. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 149 – By Rogers of the Senate and Miller of the House. Safe sleep; removing certain duty of State Board of Health; requiring retailers to comply with certain requirements. Effective date.

SB 169 – By Coleman of the Senate and Luttrell of the House. Special license plates; authorizing Tax Commission to enter into certain licensing agreements. Effective date.

SB 170 – By Howard of the Senate and Kannady of the House. Judicial authorization for anatomical gift; authorizing court to order procurement of anatomical gifts under certain circumstances. Effective date.


SB 176 – By Simpson et. al. of the Senate and West (Tammy) of the House. Oklahoma Personnel Act; leave benefits; allowing temporary increase of certain accumulation limits and carryover. Effective date.

SB 179 – By Stanley of the Senate and Bush of the House. Behavior analysts; modifying and deleting certain licensing requirements; updating standards; providing for limited practice of supervisees. Effective date.

CS for SB 186 – By Bullard et. al. of the Senate and Roberts (Sean) et. al. of the House. Firearms; modifying conditions for allowable carry for certain persons; providing certain exclusions; prohibiting certain carry for persons serving probation. Effective date.

SB 192 – By Howard of the Senate and Pfeiffer of the House. [Ad Valorem Tax Code; removing requirement certain farm products be assessed and valued as of certain date. Effective date.]

SB 213 – By Howard et. al. of the Senate and Dempsey of the House. [Sales tax; sales tax exemption for certain forestry equipment. Effective date.]


SB 239 – By Pemberton of the Senate and Hasenbeck et. al. of the House.
Charter schools; providing process for State Board of Education to hear charter school sponsorship appeals. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 241 – By Thompson et. al. of the Senate and Kannady et. al. of the House.
Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Act; modifying required documentation. Effective date.

SB 253 – By Rader et. al. of the Senate and CrosswhiteHader of the House.
Candidate filing for elective office; adding information to be included on declaration of candidacy form. Effective date.

SB 256 – By Thompson of the Senate and Wallace of the House.
Bank privilege tax; modifying time period during which certain credit may be claimed. Effective date.

SB 257 – By Coleman et. al. of the Senate and Hasenbeck et. al. of the House.
Oklahoma Arts Council; authorizing Council to create endowment fund for certain purpose; providing for expenditures. Emergency.

SB 258 – By Rosino of the Senate and Echols of the House.
Aircraft excise tax; modifying apportionment. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 269 – By Coleman et. al. of the Senate and Strom of the House.
Alcoholic beverages; authorizing certain social media exchanges. Effective date.

SB 293 – By Simpson of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
Recovery of Medicaid payments; repealing provisions relating to recovery of Medicaid payments by Oklahoma Health Care Authority. Effective date.

SB 299 – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Lepak of the House.
[Public buildings and public works; specifying authority to enter cooperative purchasing agreements. Emergency.]

SB 318 – By Taylor of the Senate and Ford of the House.
Police retirement; modifying age range for eligibility of certain members. Effective date.

SB 324 – By Daniels of the Senate and Echols of the House.
Workers’ compensation; modifying certain definition; clarifying applicability of Administrative Workers’ Compensation Act; clarifying exception to exclusive remedy. Effective date.

CS for SB 338 – By Paxton et. al. of the Senate and Hill of the House.
Motor vehicles; modifying requirements for appointments to positions in the Oklahoma Highway Patrol; restrictions; public office; participation in campaigns. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 354 – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Davis of the House.

SB 366 – By David of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Impaired driving; modifying inclusions; disallowing certain revocations. Effective date.

SB 394 – By Coleman et. al. of the Senate and Talley of the House.
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program; modifying minimum requirements; increasing amount of certain excluded equity allowance. Emergency.

SB 399 – By Rosino et. al. of the Senate and Newton of the House.
Healing arts; authorizing certain physical therapists to use certain titles. Effective date.

SB 401 – By Pugh et. al. of the Senate and Martinez et. al. of the House.
[Income tax adjustments; exempting military retirement benefits from tax. Effective date.]

SB 409 – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Fetgatter of the House.
Sales and use tax; modifying time period of exemption for certain computer and telecommunications equipment purchase. Effective date.

SB 410 – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Lepak of the House.
Sales and use tax; modifying time period during which qualified purchase may be eligible for refund. Emergency.

SB 411 – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Fetgatter of the House.
Sales tax exemption; deleting manufacturer exemption for certain construction materials. Effective date.

SB 418 – By Daniels of the Senate and Martinez of the House.
[Notice of Opportunity to Repair Act; modifying consequence of inclusion of certain provisions in construction contracts. Effective date.]

SB 429 – By Thompson of the Senate and Hilbert of the House.
Public finance; modifying certain duties of the Chief Information Officer. Effective date.

SB 441 – By Dahm et. al. of the Senate and Steagall of the House.
Motor vehicles; prohibiting contracting for use of photo monitoring devices. Effective date.

SB 445 – By Paxton of the Senate and Hardin (David) of the House.
[Medical marijuana; providing cumulative penalties for certain offenses. Effective date.]

SB 457 – By Dahm et. al. of the Senate and ODonnell of the House.
[Oklahoma Open Records Act; requiring disclosure of recordings from certain law enforcement equipment. Emergency.]

**SB 458** – By Daniels of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
[Governmental Tort Claims Act; establishing certain exemption from liability. Effective date.]

**SB 459** – By Paxton of the Senate and Burns of the House.
Workplace drug and alcohol procedures; adding certain volunteers; modifying safety-sensitive positions. Effective date.

**SB 462** – By Taylor et. al. of the Senate and Frix of the House.
Insurance; creating the Oklahoma Right to Shop Act; authorizing insurance carriers to create certain incentive programs. Effective date.

**SB 488** – By Paxton of the Senate and Sims of the House.
State government; creating the Office of Homeland Security within the Oklahoma Department of Emergency Management. Effective date.

**SB 498** – By Thompson et. al. of the Senate and Fettgatter of the House.
[Ad valorem tax exemption; providing waiver of payroll requirement. Emergency.]

**SB 503** – By Dahm et. al. of the Senate and Martinez of the House.
Schools; requiring certain subject matter standards and assessment include certain historical documents. Effective date. Emergency.

**CS for SB 512** – By Paxton of the Senate and Dobrinski of the House.
Motor vehicles; creating the Hometown Auto-jobs Act of 2022; guidelines; licenses. Effective date.

**CS for SB 522** – By Taylor of the Senate and Echols of the House.
Medical marijuana; requiring Oklahoma Medical Marijuana Authority to contract with third-party vendor to provide certain services. Effective date.

**SB 523** – By Paxton et. al. of the Senate and LePak of the House.
Elections; prohibiting alteration or amendment of election procedures under certain circumstances. Effective date.

**CS for SB 524** – By Quinn of the Senate and Sneed of the House.
Workers’ compensation insurance; directing Insurance Commissioner to develop assigned risk plan providing workers’ compensation insurance; repealing CompSource Mutual Insurance Company Act. Effective date.

**SB 527** – By Montgomery et. al. of the Senate and McEntire et. al. of the House.
[Public finance; creating the Oklahoma Prosperity Act Trust; requiring State Treasurer to develop certain trusts and IRAs established under program. Effective date.]

**SB 531** – By Bergstrom et. al. of the Senate and Frix of the House.
Motor vehicles; exempting certain vehicles. Emergency.

**SB 537** – By Haste of the Senate and Miller of the House.
Children; modifying various provisions relating to Oklahoma Commission on Children and Youth. Emergency.

**SB 547** – By Howard of the Senate and Hasenbeck of the House.
Commercial pet breeders; repealing annual pet breeder facility report. Emergency.

**CS for SB 554** – By Newhouse of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Liens; increasing allowable fee for processing of certain notice. Effective date.

**SB 560** – By Dahm et. al. of the Senate and West (Rick) of the House.
Self-defense; prohibiting certain prosecution for offense. Effective date.

**SB 561** – By Montgomery of the Senate and Pae et. al. of the House.
Oklahoma Vehicle License and Registration Act; combining registration periods when standard and special plates are issued. Effective date.

**SB 564** – By Hall of the Senate and Mize et. al. of the House.
County and county officers; providing criteria for the dispersion of rewards by board of county commissioners. Effective date.

**SB 567** – By Newhouse et. al. of the Senate and Davis of the House.
State government; providing for assistance for funeral expenses for certain persons. Effective date.

**SB 569** – By Newhouse of the Senate and Kannady et. al. of the House.
County clerks; permitting certified copies to be made in accordance with the Uniform Real Property Electronic Recording Act; allowing fee for certified records. Effective date.

**SB 570** – By Newhouse of the Senate and Steagall of the House.
Public finance; state agency information systems; making certain provisions inapplicable to the Oklahoma Military Department. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 572** – By Dahm et. al. of the Senate and Steagall et. al. of the House.
Immigration and customs laws; Attorney General enforcement of federal immigration and customs laws; requiring Attorney General to make certain determination upon request. Effective date.

**CS for SB 573** – By Montgomery of the Senate and Martinez of the House.
Powers of municipalities; regulation of video services systems; modifying definition. Effective date.

**CS for SB 590** – By Montgomery of the Senate and Martinez of the House.
[Digital asset mining; establishing the Commercial Digital Asset Mining Act of 2022; providing for certain tax exemptions; proving certain credit. Effective date.]
CS for SB 605 – By Standridge of the Senate and Echols et. al. of the House.
Controlled dangerous substances; providing certain liability protections for prescription
and dispensation of opioid drugs. Effective date.

CS for SB 615 – By Bullard et. al. of the Senate and Williams et. al. of the House.
[Schools; sex education curriculum; requiring curriculum and materials used in certain
meeting, activity, or instruction to be available for inspection. Effective date. Emergency.]

CS for SB 617 – By Allen of the Senate and Frix of the House.
Motor vehicles; consolidating certain Corporation Commission and Department of
Public Safety powers. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 626 – By Bullard of the Senate and Randleman of the House.
Students; allowing disclosure of whether a student has received certain mental health
services. Effective date. Emergency.

CS for SB 627 – By Bullard of the Senate and Williams et. al. of the House.
State government; prohibiting certain entities from conducting mandatory gender or
sexual diversity training or counseling. Effective date.

CS for SB 634 – By Daniels et. al. of the Senate and ODonnell et. al. of the House.
School employee payroll deductions; requiring authorization for certain dues and
political contributions. Effective date. Emergency.

CS for SB 635 – By Murdock et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House.
Commissioners of the Land Office; requiring appointment of Secretary to be subject to
advice and consent of Senate. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 653 – By Newhouse et. al. of the Senate and Ford of the House.
Jurors; disqualifying certain persons from jury service. Effective date.

SB 688 – By Bullard of the Senate and Humphrey of the House.
Law enforcement education; requiring certain background check. Effective date.

SB 690 – By Pugh of the Senate and Hasenbeck of the House.
Telemedicine; broadening types of allowed licenses for establishment of physician-
patient relationship. Effective date.

SB 691 – By Allen of the Senate and Frix of the House.
Motor vehicles; prohibiting issuance of conflicting bond schedule. Effective date.
Emergency.

SB 697 – By Standridge of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
Prescription drugs; requiring wholesale drug distributors to provide for return of certain
outdated prescription drugs; requiring prompt full credit to purchaser. Effective date.

CS for SB 709 – By Rosino of the Senate and Roe of the House.
State Commissioner of Health; exempting Commissioner from certain qualifications under certain conditions; creating the position of Chief Medical Officer. Emergency.

**SB 717** – By Standridge of the Senate and Frix of the House.  
[Oklahoma Vehicle License and Registration Act; authorizing single registration period for physically disabled license plate. Effective date.]

**SB 721** – By Hicks et. al. of the Senate and McEntire of the House.  
Prescription drugs; creating the Access to Lifesaving Medicines Act; prohibiting insurers and pharmacy benefit managers from imposing certain cost on insured. Effective date.

**CS for SB 724** – By Dahm of the Senate and Gann of the House.  
Physician Advisory Committee; removing authority to establish parameters for certain maintenance or treatment. Effective date.

**CS for SB 730** – By Dahm et. al. of the Senate and Steagall et. al. of the House.  
Firearms; removing certain prohibition related to transporting or storing firearms. Effective date.

**SB 732** – By Dahm et. al. of the Senate and Olsen et. al. of the House.  
Firearms regulation; clarifying right to bring certain action. Effective date.

**SB 735** – By Howard et. al. of the Senate and Moore et. al. of the House.  
[Income tax credit; providing credit for purchase of safe wheel tethering system. Effective date.]

**CS for SB 743** – By Weaver of the Senate and Moore of the House.  
Public retirement systems; Oklahoma Pension and Legislation Actuarial Analysis Act; definitions; disability benefit; disabled officers; permanent impairment guidelines; effective dates.

**SB 751** – By Dahm of the Senate and Gann of the House.  
Public finance; repealing section relating to State Government Technology Applications Review Board. Effective date.

**SB 752** – By Rader of the Senate and McBride of the House.  
Oklahoma Secure and Fair Enforcement for Mortgage Licensing Act; making certain charitable entities exempt under certain federal provisions. Effective date.

**CS for SB 757** – By Pugh of the Senate and McEntire of the House.  
Alcoholic beverage; monthly tax reports and auditing; removing the authorization of the Tax Commission for auditing certain licensees. Effective date.

**CS for SB 772** – By Murdock of the Senate and Dempsey et. al. of the House.  
Hunting; permits to control nuisance wildlife; written permission; headlighting; prohibiting nuisance control at night for persons convicted within certain period of time. Effective date.
SB 773 – By Murdock et. al. of the Senate and Dempsey et. al. of the House. Nuisance wildlife; authorizing certain persons to hunt or kill prairie dogs without a permit. Effective date.

CS for SB 774 – By Murdock et. al. of the Senate and McDugle of the House. Game and fish; requiring license, permit or stamp to hunt or fish; establishing licenses by rule. Effective date.

CS for SB 776 – By Murdock et. al. of the Senate and Newton of the House. [Game and fish; modifying authority of the Wildlife Conservation Commission relating to the acquisition of certain property. Effective date.]

SB 781 – By Bullard et. al. of the Senate and Roberts (Sean) et. al. of the House. Immigration; providing exemption to certain duty upon proof of citizenship. Effective date.

CS for SB 784 – By Bullard of the Senate and West (Kevin) et. al. of the House. Education; creating the Oklahoma Education Commission; duties; complaints filed with Attorney General's Office of Civil Rights Enforcement. Effective date.

SB 793 – By Weaver of the Senate and Roe of the House. Medical care providers; modifying definition. Effective date.

CS for SB 804 – By Leewright of the Senate and Newton of the House. State parks; prohibiting occupying a reserved campsite; prohibiting entering a state park where an entry fee is required; establishing an annual state park pass. Emergency.

SB 806 – By Weaver of the Senate and Worthen of the House. [Crime and punishment; creating the Oklahoma Citizens' Protection Act; removing certain qualifying element of offense; modifying penalty. Effective date.]

CS for SB 815 – By Bullard et. al. of the Senate and McCall et. al. of the House. County and municipal buildings; providing for display of national motto. Effective date.

CS for SB 826 – By Howard of the Senate and ODonnell of the House. [Firefighter retirement; modifying methods of payment for deferred option plans; specifying certain distributions be subject to certain law; providing only one distribution be made per calendar year. Effective date. Emergency.]

SB 834 – By Weaver et. al. of the Senate and Ford of the House. Cities and towns; authorizing cities and towns to paint blue lines and post signage in support of law enforcement. Effective date.

SB 854 – By Dahm et. al. of the Senate and CrosswhiteHader of the House. [Home food processing; creating the Home Food Processing Act; adding places where certain food may be sold. Effective date.]
SB 856 – By Weaver of the Senate and West (Josh) of the House.
[State Travel Reimbursement; exempting the Oklahoma Military Department. Effective date.]

SB 861 – By Hicks et. al. of the Senate and Worthen of the House.
Health insurance; requiring health benefit plans to administer certain coverage.
Effective date.

SB 866 – By Leewright of the Senate and West (Kevin) of the House.
Public buildings and public works; authorizing architects and engineers to issue solicitations under certain circumstances; providing exception on projects undertaken by the Oklahoma Tourism and Recreation Department. Emergency.

CS for SB 888 – By Standridge of the Senate and Marti of the House.
Controlled dangerous substances; providing for registration and regulation of pain management clinics; prohibiting dispensation of controlled dangers substances at pain management clinics. Effective date.

CS for SB 897 – By Paxton et. al. of the Senate and Boles et. al. of the House.
Firefighters Pension and Retirement System; allowing municipalities under certain population to hire certain retired members; no additional service credit; prohibiting certain reemployment. Effective date. Emergency.

CS for SB 900 – By Leewright of the Senate and Boatman of the House.
[Income tax; credits; equity investments; Department of Commerce. Effective date. Emergency.]

SB 940 – By Treat of the Senate and McCall of the House.
[Legislative Office of Fiscal Transparency; archiving information. Emergency.]

SB 941 – By Jett of the Senate and Steagall of the House.
Income tax; expanding certain credit for aerospace employees to include space industries. Effective date.

SB 942 – By Murdock et. al. of the Senate and Pfeiffer of the House.
Motor vehicles; modifying requirements for certain driver license. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 946 – By Daniels et. al. of the Senate and ODonnell of the House.
Oklahoma Open Meeting Act; adding Judicial Nominating Commission to definition of public body. Emergency.

SB 951 – By Daniels of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Court fines and costs; modifying requirements and procedures for payment of court costs, fees and fines. Effective date.

SB 956 – By Boren of the Senate and Caldwell (Trey) of the House.
Civil procedure; authorizing use of alternative valuation of certain property. Effective date.

**SB 957** – By Howard of the Senate and Moore et. al. of the House.
Judiciary; modifying procedures for assignment of substitute Justices or Judges. Effective date.

**SB 963** – By Weaver of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Security of Communications Act; modifying definition of judge of competent jurisdiction. Effective date.

**SB 970** – By Floyd of the Senate and Townley of the House.
Oklahoma Open Records Act; requiring confidentiality of certain information. Effective date.

**SB 974** – By Weaver of the Senate and Pae of the House.
Criminal prosecutions; clarifying applicability of certain exceptions; modifying statute of limitations for certain offense. Effective date.

**CS for SB 976** – By Murdock of the Senate and Hardin (David) of the House.
Sheriff sales; providing for sale of goods and chattels through Internet or other electronic means; authorizing public auction to be held through specified methods. Emergency.

**SB 979** – By Quinn et. al. of the Senate and Sneed of the House.
Insurance; allowing certain insurance companies to obtain certificate of authority and establish business for reinsurance. Effective date.

**SB 984** – By David of the Senate and ODonnell of the House.
Legal representation; modifying requirements for contracting for certain legal representation. Effective date.

**SB 1029** – By Treat et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House.
Guardianship; authorizing court to issue certain findings of fact. Effective date.

**SB 1032** – By Treat of the Senate and McCall of the House.
Oklahoma Open Meeting Act; requiring live stream of certain meetings; reinstating certain alternative procedures in emergency circumstances. Emergency.

**SB 1092** – By Dahm et. al. of the Senate and Roberts (Sean) of the House.
State Capitol building; flag flying program. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 1096** – By Bergstrom et. al. of the Senate and Hasenbeck et. al. of the House.
Hospitals; allowing presence of certain spiritual or religious leader. Emergency.

**SB 1099** – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Humphrey of the House.
Prisons; authorizing certain retention of correctional peace officer status. Effective date.
SB 1100 – By Bergstrom et. al. of the Senate and Dills of the House.
Vital records; limiting biological sex designation on certificate of birth to male or female; prohibiting nonbinary designation. Emergency.

CS for SB 1110 – By Bullard et. al. of the Senate and Humphrey of the House.
Meat inspections; authorizing the Oklahoma Department of Agriculture, Food, and Forestry to fund universities' and colleges' research methods of remote viewing or other digital inspection. Effective date.

SB 1112 – By Pemberton et. al. of the Senate and Dills of the House.
Student transfers; allowing the child of a support employee to transfer to employing district. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1116 – By Daniels et. al. of the Senate and Frix of the House.
Commercial motor vehicles; disqualifications from driving privileges for certain convictions or acts. Effective date.

SB 1118 – By Bergstrom et. al. of the Senate and Gann of the House.
Firearms; modifying training course exemption. Effective date.

SB 1119 – By Garvin of the Senate and Hilbert of the House.
Teachers; removing clock-hour limitation for adjunct teachers; including adjunct teacher in certain retirement definition. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1123 – By Burns et. al. of the Senate and West (Rick) et. al. of the House.
Medicolegal investigations; requiring certain notification under certain circumstances; requiring written report within certain timeframe. Effective date.

SB 1134 – By Rosino of the Senate and Lawson of the House.
State Medicaid program; repealing certain residency requirement for home and community-based services. Emergency.

SB 1136 – By Rosino of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
Crime and punishment; assault on employee of facility; allowing for certain felony offense. Effective date.

CS for SB 1137 – By Weaver of the Senate and West (Kevin) et. al. of the House.
Motor vehicles; state-owned vehicles; authorizing certain individuals to use state-owned or state-leased vehicles for certain transportation. Effective date.

SB 1138 – By Pemberton of the Senate and Pae et. al. of the House.
Schools; modifying provisions of the School Safety and Bullying Prevention Act. Effective date. Emergency.

CS for SB 1139 – By Bullard et. al. of the Senate and Baker of the House.
Teacher pay; creating a task force to study and make recommendations on certain pay for teachers. Effective date. Emergency.
SB 1146 – By Hicks of the Senate and Boatman of the House.
State employees; increasing maximum number of full-time-equivalent employees for certain board. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1147 – By Taylor of the Senate and Miller of the House.
Schools; allowing the State Board of Education to determine if certain course is eligible for certain credit. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1151 – By Standridge of the Senate and Worthen of the House.
Anti-Drug Diversion Act; modifying definition. Emergency.

SB 1152 – By Standridge of the Senate and Worthen of the House.
Uniform Controlled Dangerous Substances Act; modifying inclusions. Effective date.

SB 1163 – By Garvin et. al. of the Senate and Miller of the House.
Elderly and vulnerable adult abuse; authorizing creation of multidisciplinary team to investigate and prosecute certain crimes. Effective date.

SB 1177 – By Simpson of the Senate and West (Josh) et. al. of the House.
Driver licenses; requiring certain identifications; requiring use of certain technology. Emergency.

SB 1179 – By Simpson of the Senate and Hardin (Tommy) of the House.
Commissions and hospitals; modifying training programs; clarifying certain periods for reimbursements; updating statutory language. Emergency.

CS for SB 1188 – By Taylor et. al. of the Senate and Newton et. al. of the House.
State pensions; allowing municipalities under certain population to hire certain retired persons without participating in police pension system. Effective date.

SB 1197 – By David of the Senate and McBride of the House.
Corporation Commission; exempting hydrogen storage tanks from Petroleum Storage Tank Consolidation Act. Effective date.

SB 1203 – By Stanley of the Senate and Roe of the House.
Public health; creating Courtney's Law; requiring provision of certain information about chromosomal disorders. Effective date.

CS for SB 1212 – By Simpson of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Motor vehicles; allowing certain officials to use state-owned or state-leased vehicles for specified transportation. Effective date.

CS for SB 1223 – By Bullard of the Senate and Roberts (Dustin) et. al. of the House.
Offenses and penalties; creating misdemeanor for improper use of service animal; stating penalty; modifying penalties for various offenses. Effective date.

SB 1224 – By Garvin of the Senate and Boles of the House.
Special maintenance projects; raising special maintenance project cap. Emergency.

**CS for SB 1229** – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Johns of the House.
Oklahoma Highway Construction Materials Technician Registration Act; renaming and adding use for fund. Effective date.

**SB 1235** – By Pugh et. al. of the Senate and Mize of the House.
Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services; modifying name of certain facility. Emergency.

**SB 1238** – By Dugger of the Senate and Ranson of the House.
Schools; allowing transfer students to enroll in certain full-time virtual education program. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 1240** – By Quinn of the Senate and Sneed of the House.
Insurance; updating to statutory requirement; updating statutory reference; conforming language. Effective date.

**SB 1241** – By Quinn of the Senate and Sneed of the House.
Insurance; modifying definitions; conforming language; requiring notice by receiving insurer. Emergency.

**SB 1242** – By Quinn of the Senate and Sneed of the House.
Insurance; modifying actions to be taken by captive insurance company; updating statutory language. Effective date.

**SB 1243** – By Quinn of the Senate and Sneed of the House.
Motor vehicles; exempting out of state and tribal titles from certain requirements; permitting use of electronic signature for total loss claim. Effective date.

**SB 1244** – By Quinn of the Senate and Sneed of the House.
Insurance; requiring health benefit plans incorporate enacted measure into renewed or issued plans on or after effective date. Effective date.

**SB 1245** – By Quinn et. al. of the Senate and Russ of the House.
Insurance; prohibiting Insurance Commissioner from having financial interest in entity regulated by the Insurance Department. Effective date.

**SB 1248** – By Dugger of the Senate and Talley of the House.
Counties; Allowing board of county commissioners to establish a direct deposit system for county employees. Effective date.

**SB 1252** – By Quinn of the Senate and Sneed of the House.
Insurance producer licensing; modifying definitions; requiring customer service representative and insurance consultant hold license. Effective date.

**SB 1253** – By Dugger et. al. of the Senate and Kendrix of the House.
Accounting; providing definition for examination. Effective date.
CS for SB 1259 – By Garvin of the Senate and Roe of the House. Hospital visitation; applicability to minors; right of adult patients; authorizing hospitals to enact policies; authorizing civil actions. Emergency.

SB 1269 – By Simpson of the Senate and Hardin (Tommy) of the House. Military Department; allowing Military Department to purchase IT equipment without approval from OMES. Effective date.

SB 1275 – By Howard of the Senate and Wallace of the House. Opioid abatement; revising criteria for allocating certain opioid grant awards to eligible participants; providing for reimbursement of certain attorney fees and expenses. Emergency.

SB 1276 – By Standridge of the Senate and Pfeiffer of the House. Certificates of title; requiring certain electronic documents be presumed valid. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1277 – By Taylor of the Senate and Dobrinski of the House. Corporation Commission; allowing documents prepared by Office of Attorney General to be used as evidence. Effective date.

SB 1278 – By Garvin of the Senate and Hill of the House. Oklahoma Center of the Advancement of Science and Technology; repealing advisory committee. Emergency.


SB 1283 – By Daniels of the Senate and Lepak of the House. State Geographic Information System Council; allowing Governor to appoint members without recommendation; clarifying language. Effective date.

SB 1284 – By Stanley of the Senate and Baker of the House. Higher education; repealing language creating the dyslexia teacher training pilot program. Effective date.

SB 1285 – By Stanley of the Senate and Baker of the House. Education; repealing language regarding the Oklahoma School for the Visual and Performing Arts. Effective date.


SB 1288 – By Daniels of the Senate and Lepak of the House.
Practice of behavioral health; removing certain limitation on appointees to the State Board of Behavioral Health Licensure. Effective date.

**SB 1298** – By Rader of the Senate and Pfeiffer of the House.
Oklahoma Open Meeting Act; authorizing certain executive session and videoconferencing for Tax Commission. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1300** – By Rader of the Senate and Lawson of the House.
License plates; special license plates; combined registration; requiring Oklahoma Tax Commission to send certain renewal notification by email. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1302** – By Rader of the Senate and Pfeiffer of the House.
[Uniform tax procedures; income tax; state employees; garnishment. Effective date.]

**CS for SB 1305** – By Rader of the Senate and Miller of the House.
Revenue and taxation; sales tax exemptions for government or nonprofit entities; disaster recovery. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 1307** – By Coleman of the Senate and Vancuren et. al. of the House.
Students; requiring certain schools to include certain information on student identification cards. Effective date.

**SB 1311** – By Howard of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Governmental Tort Claims Act; modifying definitions; requiring certain information or documentation to support claim of certain loss. Effective date.

**SB 1318** – By Jech of the Senate and Newton of the House.
[Vehicle registration; modifying deadline for registration and temporary license plate removal for certain purchases. Emergency.]

**SB 1322** – By Pugh et. al. of the Senate and Caldwell (Chad) of the House.
Physician assistants; allowing physician assistant to sign death certificate subject to certain condition; modifying references relating to controlled dangerous substances. Effective date.

**SB 1323** – By Garvin of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
[State Medicaid program; authorizing certain recognition of self-funded or self-insured health care plan; allowing participation in certain premium assistance program. Effective date.]

**CS for SB 1324** – By McCortney et. al. of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
Pharmacy benefits managers; requiring publication of data; establishing regulations and compliance measures. Effective date.

**SB 1325** – By Daniels of the Senate and Moore of the House.
Water and water rights; transferring authority of Water Quality Standards to Department of Environmental Quality. Effective date.
SB 1333 – By Simpson of the Senate and Hardin (Tommy) of the House.
Cemeteries; transferring union soldier cemetery to Department of Veterans Affairs; designating property as state veterans cemetery. Emergency.

SB 1338 – By Bullard of the Senate and Dempsey of the House.
[Controlled dangerous substances; modifying certain definitions; modifying Schedule I and Schedule III. Effective date.]

SB 1339 – By Coleman of the Senate and Strom of the House.
Sales tax; modifying definition; adding products for which tax is collected and remitted by marketplace facilitator. Effective date.

SB 1340 – By Hall of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Trusts; modifying the Uniform Testamentary Additions to Trust Act; authorizing devise of property by will to certain trusts. Effective date.

SB 1343 – By Howard et. al. of the Senate and Moore of the House.
Municipal and county bonds; including certain facilities under definition of qualified economic and community development. Effective date.

CS for SB 1344 – By Garvin of the Senate and Lawson of the House.
Court-appointed special advocates; clarifying standards for education and background checks; removing fee requirement. Effective date.

SB 1345 – By Hall of the Senate and Boatman et. al. of the House.
Labor; providing for employer to use certain wage payment options. Effective date.

SB 1348 – By Hall of the Senate and Mize of the House.
County officers; increasing county excise board compensation; updating statutory language. Effective date.

SB 1351 – By Haste of the Senate and Miller of the House.
Department of Transportation; increasing threshold for claim limits. Effective date.

SB 1352 – By Taylor et. al. of the Senate and Boles of the House.
Energy; prohibiting governmental entities from limiting consumer access to energy sources. Effective date.

SB 1354 – By Quinn of the Senate and Mize of the House.
[Service warranty contracts; allowing for more than one insurer to enter into service warranty contracts or agreements. Effective date.]

SB 1356 – By Quinn of the Senate and McBride of the House.
Grand River Dam Authority; exempting additional Grand River Dam Authority records from Open Records Act provisions. Effective date.

SB 1357 – By Paxton of the Senate and Martinez of the House.
Elections; removing deadlines for certain voter registration for candidates filing for office in certain elections. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 1358** – By Paxton of the Senate and Martinez of the House.
Election administration; modifying term. Emergency.

**SB 1361** – By Hall of the Senate and Moore of the House.
Securities; modifying certain exemptions; requiring certain notice filings; updating statutory references. Effective date.

**SB 1364** – By Rader of the Senate and Hilbert of the House.
Polling places; providing for additional polling places for certain precincts. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 1366** – By Paxton et. al. of the Senate and West (Tammy) of the House.
Oklahoma Self Defense Act; broadening definitions for concealed and unconcealed firearms. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1367** – By Paxton et. al. of the Senate and Hardin (David) of the House.
Oklahoma Medical Marijuana and Patient Protection Act; authorizing certain penalties, discretion, and enforcement; requiring certain license revocation. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1369** – By Haste of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
[Health information; establishing the Office of the State Coordinator for Health Information Exchange; data; penalty schedule. Effective date. Emergency.]

**SB 1370** – By Matthews of the Senate and Lowe (Jason) of the House.
Council on Law Enforcement Education and Training; requiring certain training curriculum and requirements. Effective date.

**SB 1371** – By Quinn of the Senate and Pfeiffer of the House.
State government; modifying exceptions for competitive bidding requirements. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1374** – By Paxton of the Senate and May of the House.
State Fire Marshal; expanding responsibilities of the State Fire Marshal; establishing procedure for appealing fines. Effective date.

**SB 1377** – By Pugh of the Senate and Moore of the House.
Higher education; allowing the Board of Regents of Oklahoma Colleges to issue certain obligations. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 1384** – By Floyd of the Senate and Caldwell (Chad) of the House.
Records; Modifying sunset date of the Archives and Records Commission. Emergency.

**CS for SB 1387** – By Standridge et. al. of the Senate and Steagall of the House.
[Motor vehicles; creating the Diabetes Awareness License Plate Revolving Fund; creating various special license plates. Effective date.]
CS for SB 1393 – By Rader of the Senate and Dills et. al. of the House.
Long-term care; removing provisions relating to supportive home assistant; modifying
applicability of Home Care Act; requiring development of certain training plan. Effective
date.

SB 1398 – By Rosino of the Senate and Hill of the House.
Public health; eliminating Health Care Information Advisory Committee; deleting
certain requirements. Effective date.

SB 1408 – By Rosino of the Senate and Lawson of the House.
Children; adding responsibilities of Oklahoma Partnership for School Readiness Board.
Effective date.

SB 1410 – By Taylor of the Senate and Mize of the House.
Energy; directing certain entities to develop emergency energy plan that includes three
or more sources. Effective date.

SB 1413 – By Montgomery of the Senate and Sneed of the House.
Mental health parity; modifying compliance measures and analysis provisions;
requiring Commissioner promulgate rules. Effective date.

SB 1414 – By Paxton of the Senate and Martinez of the House.
State Senate districts; removing expired filing requirement. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1426 – By Daniels of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Child support; modifying certain procedures for modification of child support orders.
Effective date.

SB 1429 – By Haste of the Senate and Sterling of the House.
Alternative teacher certification; providing option of passing certain competency
examinations; providing exemption for certain degree. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1430 – By Stanley of the Senate and Manger of the House.
Motorized scooters; modifying definition; requiring a minimum age to operate.
Effective date.

SB 1432 – By Haste of the Senate and Miller of the House.
Practice of dentistry; modifying various provisions of the State Dental Act. Effective
date.

SB 1436 – By Garvin of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
[Long-term care; modifying certain restrictions on employment of nurse aide. Effective
date.]

SB 1444 – By Jech of the Senate and Newton of the House.
Rural Electric Cooperative Act; authorizing certain registrations to count towards
quorum. Emergency.
CS for SB 1452 – By Floyd of the Senate and Bush of the House.
Oklahoma Open Records Act; requiring confidentiality for certain voluntarily provided information. Effective date.

SB 1456 – By Jech of the Senate and Newton of the House.
Corrections; authorizing certain rule promulgation for approval of academy. Effective date.

SB 1458 – By Thompson of the Senate and Hilbert of the House.
[Fines and fees; eliminating certain fees. Effective date.]

SB 1460 – By Howard of the Senate and Moore of the House.
Probate procedure; modifying requirements for proper venue for certain actions; clarifying requirements for joinder of certain proceedings. Effective date.

SB 1461 – By Rosino of the Senate and Echols of the House.
Aircraft; creating the Oklahoma Air Service Development Grant Program; providing certain grant service for certain air service development. Effective date.

SB 1462 – By Garvin of the Senate and Lawson of the House.
Public health; creating Ava's Law; requiring certain persons to provide certain information to pregnant individuals; requiring State Department of Health to compile and publish certain educational resources. Effective date.

SB 1464 – By Hicks et. al. of the Senate and Strom et. al. of the House.
Public health; requiring list of disorders on state newborn screening program to match federal Recommended Uniform Screening Panel to extent practicable. Effective date.

SB 1466 – By Rader et. al. of the Senate and Pae et. al. of the House.
Crimes and punishments; relating to the raising of flags over tax-supported property; adding an exception. Emergency.

SB 1467 – By David of the Senate and Caldwell (Chad) of the House.
State Medicaid program; requiring Oklahoma Health Care Authority to conduct certain annual review. Effective date.

SB 1474 – By Rader of the Senate and McCall of the House.
Motor vehicles; providing certain exception to prohibition on transfer of title. Emergency.

SB 1479 – By Jech of the Senate and Newton of the House.
Gross production tax; extending sunset for certain apportionments. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1481 – By Montgomery et. al. of the Senate and Kendrix of the House.
[Franchise Tax Code; repealing tax after certain year. Effective date.]
SB 1485 – By Paxton of the Senate and Osburn of the House.
Certificates of title; providing exception for certain industry from inspection requirement. Effective date.

SB 1486 – By Jech et. al. of the Senate and Newton of the House.
[Sales tax; modifying basis of gross receipts for motor vehicle; deduct trade-in value. Effective date.]

SB 1495 – By Treat et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House.
[Sales tax; modifying rate levied on certain foods and food ingredients. Effective date.]

CS for SB 1496 – By Stanley of the Senate and Miller of the House.
Sales tax; providing exemption for women's veteran's organization. Effective date.

CS for SB 1499 – By Garvin of the Senate and Roe of the House.
[Revenue and taxation; sales tax; exemptions; feminine hygiene products. Effective date. Emergency.]

SB 1503 – By Daniels et. al. of the Senate and Russ of the House.
Abortion; creating the Oklahoma Heartbeat Act; prohibiting performance of abortion except under certain conditions; providing for and prohibiting certain enforcement. Emergency.

SB 1512 – By Pugh of the Senate and Baker of the House.
Higher education; stating legislative intent for institutions regarding scores required on certain examination to grant credit. Effective date. Emergency.

CS for SB 1515 – By Weaver et. al. of the Senate and Osburn of the House.
Emergency medical services; allowing certified emergency medical response agency to provide limited transport under certain conditions. Effective date.

SB 1516 – By Weaver of the Senate and Boatman of the House.
Holidays; establishing Oklahoma Overdose Awareness Day. Emergency.

SB 1518 – By Garvin of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
[Long-term care; eliminating temporary emergency waiver for employment of noncertified nurse aides; stating requirements for training and competency evaluation program. Effective date.]

CS for SB 1520 – By Murdock of the Senate and West (Kevin) of the House.
Public buildings; specifying retainage amount for certain contracts. Effective date.

CS for SB 1521 – By Standridge et. al. of the Senate and Frix of the House.
[Memorial bridges; creating various memorial highway and bridge designations. Effective date.]

CS for SB 1522 – By Bullard of the Senate and Humphrey of the House.
Crimes and punishments; penalties for cockfighting; scope of definition; reducing penalties for certain unlawful acts. Effective date.

**SB 1524** – By Taylor of the Senate and Echols et. al. of the House.
[Oil and gas; modifying conditions and requirements for division and transfer orders. Effective date.]

**SB 1526** – By Floyd of the Senate and Osburn of the House.
Securities; modifying provisions of the Oklahoma Subdivided Land Sales Code. Effective date.

**SB 1528** – By Newhouse of the Senate and Boatman of the House.
Utility vehicles; removing prohibition on certain vehicles operating on certain roadways. Effective date.

**SB 1529** – By Leewright of the Senate and Dobrinski of the House.
Municipalities; updating statutory language in the Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority Act. Effective date.

**SB 1532** – By Daniels et. al. of the Senate and Talley of the House.
[Criminal fines, costs and fees; requiring waiver under certain circumstances. Effective date.]

**CS for SB 1535** – By Pugh of the Senate and Osburn of the House.
[Teachers; definitions; evaluations; Teacher and Leader Effectiveness Evaluation System. Effective date. Emergency.]

**SB 1536** – By Weaver of the Senate and Ford of the House.
Criminal Justice Reclassification Coordination Council; repealing Council. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1537** – By Weaver et. al. of the Senate and Ford of the House.
Law enforcement training; human trafficking crimes training; establishing attestation to certification. Effective date.

**SB 1541** – By Rosino et. al. of the Senate and Miller of the House.
Autonomous vehicles; allowing fully automated vehicles to operate on public roads. Effective date.

**SB 1542** – By Rosino of the Senate and Roberts (Dustin) of the House.
Physician assistants; providing certain construction; requiring certain license or credential; subjecting certain physician assistants to Physician Assistant Act. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1543** – By Treat et. al. of the Senate and Echols et. al. of the House.
Medical marijuana; making Oklahoma Medical Marijuana Authority separate and distinct entity; providing for certain transfers; providing for appointment of Executive Director; modifying enforcement powers of Authority. Effective date.
**SB 1544** – By Pederson et. al. of the Senate and Conley et. al. of the House.
Schools; prohibiting certain schools from knowingly entering into a transaction with
certain individual or entity. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 1545** – By Leewright et. al. of the Senate and Roberts (Dustin) of the House.
*Bail; providing primary consideration for court making certain determination;
establishing requirements for public safety reporting system. Effective date. Emergency.*

**SB 1546** – By McCortney et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House.
Red River Boundary Commission; modifying certain dates. Effective date.

**SB 1548** – By Thompson of the Senate and Hilbert of the House.
*[Oklahoma Drug Court Act; modifying requirements for administration of drug court
programs. Effective date.]*

**SB 1552** – By Treat of the Senate and McCall of the House.
Public health; authorizing State Department of Health to enter into contracts with
private organizations for provision of certain services. Effective date. Emergency.

**SB 1553** – By Treat et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House.
Abortion; modifying grounds to perform abortion; prohibiting abortion after certain
time period except under specified conditions. Effective date.

**SB 1555** – By Treat et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House.
Abortion; modifying applicability of certain provisions and conditions under which
certain provisions will become effective; repealing certain provisions. Emergency.

**SB 1565** – By Weaver of the Senate and Ford of the House.
Cross-deputization; allowing the Attorney General to cross-deputize law enforcement;
clarifying certain liability. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1567** – By Rosino et. al. of the Senate and Bush of the House.
State government; modifying state use committee; clarifying responsibility. Effective
date.

**SB 1569** – By Weaver of the Senate and Boatman of the House.
Child protection; establishing the Address Confidentiality for Child Survivors and their
Families Act. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1571** – By Allen et. al. of the Senate and West (Rick) of the House.
Hunting; allowing airbows for hunting during certain seasons; requiring stamp from

**SB 1578** – By Paxton of the Senate and Martinez of the House.
County commissioners; omitting certain candidacy requirements. Effective date.
Emergency.

**SB 1579** – By Paxton of the Senate and Hilbert of the House.
School employees; allowing a district board of education to approve certain leave of absence for certain purpose. Effective date. Emergency.

**CS for SB 1585** – By Bullard et. al. of the Senate and Dempsey et. al. of the House.
Water and water rights; prohibiting the Water Resources Board from approving or permitting the construction of dams on Glover River. Effective date.

**SB 1587** – By Simpson et. al. of the Senate and Hardin (Tommy) et. al. of the House.

**SB 1589** – By Weaver of the Senate and Stinson of the House.
[Law Enforcement Retirement System; modifying requirements for certification of interest rate and determining contributions. Effective date.]

**SB 1598** – By Simpson of the Senate and Townley of the House.
[Veterans centers; modifying legal description of property; prohibiting certain admission. Effective date.]

**CS for SB 1600** – By Hall of the Senate and Kerbs et. al. of the House.
[Driver licenses; providing for certain retention of fees. Emergency.]

**SB 1601** – By Rader of the Senate and Bush of the House.
County pensions; authorizing one-time lump sum contribution; modifying contribution amounts for certain employees. Effective date. Emergency.

**CS for SB 1602** – By Hall of the Senate and Kerbs et. al. of the House.
[Motor license agents; renewals; fees. Emergency.]

**CS for SB 1605** – By Hall et. al. of the Senate and Kerbs et. al. of the House.
[Motor license agents; providing for the creation of Service Oklahoma as a division of Oklahoma Management and Enterprise Services. Emergency.]

**SB 1610** – By Standridge et. al. of the Senate and Sterling et. al. of the House.
[Department of Transportation; requiring the Oklahoma Turnpike Authority to conduct certain study; specifying information to be included in study. Emergency.]

**CS for SB 1612** – By David of the Senate and Echols of the House.
[Law enforcement unification; creating the Oklahoma Department of Public Safety Unification, Recruitment, and Retention Act of 2022; creating the Board of Public Safety. Effective date.]

**SB 1613** – By David et. al. of the Senate and Echols of the House.
Law enforcement mental wellness; providing for the creation and maintenance of a Mental Wellness Division. Effective date.

**CS for SB 1617** – By Dugger of the Senate and West (Kevin) of the House.
Boards and commissions; extending sunset termination date of certain committees. Emergency.
SB 1618 – By Pugh of the Senate and Baker of the House.
State Department of Education; directing the Department to develop a website for
district employment vacancies.

SB 1620 – By Pugh of the Senate and Hilbert of the House.
School transportation; removing language restricting transportation within certain
boundaries. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1621 – By Pugh of the Senate and Dills et. al. of the House.
[Charter schools; creating the Statewide Charter School Board; providing for
succession to certain contracts. Effective dates. Emergency.]

SB 1623 – By Pugh of the Senate and Boatman of the House.
[Schools; creating the Learn Everywhere Act to allow students extended learning
opportunities. Effective date. Emergency.]

SB 1627 – By Pugh of the Senate and Echols of the House.
[Higher education; creating the Workforce Development Revolving Fund; providing
for award of funds. Effective date. Emergency.]

SB 1631 – By Pugh of the Senate and Vancuren of the House.
Teachers; directing the Commission for Educational Quality and Accountability to
establish a mentor teacher pilot program. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1632 – By Howard et. al. of the Senate and Osburn of the House.
Attorney General; requiring publication electronic publication of Attorney General
opinions; making written publication of opinions discretionary. Effective date.

SB 1633 – By Jett et. al. of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
Pharmacy benefits managers; prohibiting pharmacy benefits managers from certain
actions; requiring certain reports be created. Effective date.

SB 1635 – By Jett et. al. of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
Pharmacy benefits managers; prohibiting pharmacy benefits managers from certain
actions; establishing enforcement measures. Effective date.

SB 1637 – By Haste of the Senate and Lepak of the House.
Election fraud; authorizing Attorney General to investigate and prosecute certain
violations. Effective date.

SB 1659 – By Newhouse of the Senate and Dills of the House.
Tax credits; modifying certain Oklahoma Equal Opportunity Education Scholarship
Act reporting dates. Effective date.

SB 1661 – By Rosino of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
[State Medicaid program; defining term for specified purpose. Effective date.
Emergency.]
SB 1667 – By Kidd of the Senate and Worthen of the House.
Ad valorem tax code; providing exception to requirement for notification of increase of property valuation. Effective date.

SB 1670 – By Kidd et. al. of the Senate and Hasenbeck of the House.
Sales tax exemption; providing exemption to widow of a military member who has died in combat. Emergency.

CS for SB 1671 – By Pugh of the Senate and Bush of the House.
School curriculum; directing development of curricula and materials related to Holocaust education. Effective date. Emergency.

SB 1673 – By Pugh of the Senate and Nollan et. al. of the House.
[Oklahoma Higher Learning Access Program; providing income qualification based on certain number of dependent children. Effective date. Emergency.]

SB 1685 – By Thompson of the Senate and Hilbert of the House.
Oklahoma Affordable Housing Act; modifying certain credit allocation limit. Effective date.

SB 1687 – By Leewright of the Senate and McEntire of the House.
Loan charges; designating dollar amounts; modifying amount thresholds. Effective date.

CS for SB 1691 – By Taylor et. al. of the Senate and Boles et. al. of the House.
Occupational licensing and certification; allowing certain individuals with a criminal history to receive licensing and certification to practice. Effective date.

CS for SB 1693 – By Bergstrom et. al. of the Senate and West (Josh) of the House.
Medical marijuana; requiring certain applicants to obtain authorization for water use. Effective date.

SB 1695 – By Murdock et. al. of the Senate and Newton of the House.
Rules of the Ethics Commission; adding certain persons subject to financial disclosure. Effective date.

SB 1696 – By Treat et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House.
Hunting and fishing; allowing for certain license expiration. Effective date.

CS for SB 1697 – By Jech et. al. of the Senate and Moore of the House.
[Medical marijuana growing operations; requiring bond for grow operations. Emergency.]

CS for SB 1704 – By Paxton of the Senate and Lowe (Dick) of the House.
Medical marijuana; clarifying penalties; increasing fine amounts; authorizing the Oklahoma Medical Marijuana Authority to revoke licenses under certain circumstances. Emergency.
SB 1706 – By Le ewright of the Senate and Sims of the House. 
Security fences; providing for the use of battery-powered security fences. Emergency.

SB 1708 – By Paxton of the Senate and Martinez of the House. 
Alcoholic beverages; authorizing certain underage employee to work at specific workplace. Emergency.

SB 1711 – By Howard et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House. 
[Attorney General; requiring monitoring and evaluation of certain actions. Effective date. Emergency.]

SB 1714 – By Garvin of the Senate and Caldwell (Trey) of the House. 
[Alcoholic beverages; modifying license fees. Emergency.]

SB 1723 – By Coleman of the Senate and Marti of the House. 
[Alcoholic beverages; providing exception for wine and spirits wholesalers and beer distributors. Emergency.]

CS for SB 1725 – By Pugh of the Senate and Osburn of the House. 
Occupational Licensing Review Act; which relates to the Occupational Licensing Advisory Commission; providing sunset date. Effective date. Emergency.

CS for SB 1726 – By Leewright of the Senate and Hilbert of the House. 
Medical marijuana; modifying definition; removing exception from regulatory zoning laws; providing reference. Emergency.

SB 1733 – By Treat et. al. of the Senate and McCall et. al. of the House. 
Oklahoma Open Records Act; modifying definitions. Effective date.

SB 1737 – By Stephens et. al. of the Senate and Patzkowsky of the House. 
[Medical marijuana; requiring certain signage. Effective date.]

SB 1738 – By Leewright of the Senate and Hilbert of the House. 
Death penalty procedure; modifying procedures for determination of mental competency. Effective date.

SB 1742 – By Murdock of the Senate and Newton et. al. of the House. 
Court of Criminal Appeals; authorizing appeal for denial of certain pretrial motion. Effective date.

CS for SB 1745 – By Murdock of the Senate and Newton of the House. 
Wildlife; increasing penalties for trespassing on any refuge or Wildlife Management Area. Effective date.

SB 1749 – By Leewright of the Senate and McEntire of the House. 
Alcoholic beverages; allowing for sale of beer on golf course or country club. Emergency.
CS for SB 1755 – By Leewright of the Senate and Pfeiffer of the House.
Medical marijuana licensing; providing attestation requirements; requiring the
Oklahoma Medical Marijuana Authority to inspect and review plans. Effective date.

SB 1760 – By Dugger of the Senate and Kendrix of the House.
Oklahoma Accountancy Act; removing references to licensed public accountants.
Effective date.

SB 1763 – By Weaver of the Senate and Moore of the House.
Asset forfeiture; modifying parties eligible to bring certain actions. Effective date.

CS for SB 1780 – By Jech et. al. of the Senate and Frix et. al. of the House.
[Public finance; authorizing Capital Improvement Authority to issue bond for
Oklahoma Historical Society. Effective date.]

SB 1781 – By Rader of the Senate and Talley of the House.
Aircraft excise tax; relates to the report on transfer of legal ownership aircraft;
modifying report requirements. Effective date.

SB 1782 – By Rader et. al. of the Senate and Talley of the House.
Oklahoma Quality Jobs Program; modifying wage requirements and effective date for
certain applicants. Effective date.

SB 1784 – By Coleman of the Senate and Marti of the House.
Alcoholic beverages; providing exceptions for underage workers to conduct work on
licensed premises. Emergency.

SB 1802 – By Howard of the Senate and Kannady of the House.
Multiple versions of statutes; amending, merging, consolidating and repealing multiple
versions of statutes. Emergency.

SB 1806 – By Leewright of the Senate and May of the House.
Bail bonds; removing residence requirement; prohibiting a court from modifying terms
of set bond. Effective date.

SB 1809 – By Garvin et. al. of the Senate and Boles of the House.
Wildlife; permits to control nuisance wildlife; written permission; headlighting;
prohibiting nuisance control at night for persons convicted within certain period of time.
Effective date.

SB 1814 – By Stanley of the Senate and Hardin (Tommy) et. al. of the House.
Soldiers and sailors; Oklahoma Veterans Centers; specifying establishment of sites;
transfer of operations. Emergency.

SB 1830 – By Pugh of the Senate and McCall et. al. of the House.
Oklahoma Advanced Mobility Pilot Program; modifying included technologies;
modifying allowable grants. Effective date.
CS for SB 1835 – By Bergstrom et. al. of the Senate and West (Josh) of the House. Oklahoma Water Resources Board; requiring certain report; establishing penalties for noncompliance. Effective date.

CS for SB 1839 – By Leewright et. al. of the Senate and Hilbert of the House. Security guards and private investigators; authorizing security guards to carry long guns and handguns during the performance of their duties. Effective date.

CS for SB 1841 – By Paxton of the Senate and Bush of the House. Medical marijuana; authorizing the Oklahoma Medical Marijuana Authority to take certain actions against business license holder for violation. Emergency.

CS for SB 1848 – By Montgomery of the Senate and Hilbert of the House. [Medical marijuana tax; modifying apportionment. Effective date. Emergency.]

SB 1852 – By David of the Senate and McBride et. al. of the House. Oklahoma Energy Initiative Act; adding energy practices to scope of Initiative; modifying Energy Initiative Board members. Effective date.

SB 1853 – By David of the Senate and McBride of the House. Corporation Commission; creating hydrogen fuel production standard; establishing reporting requirements. Effective date.

SB 1855 – By Simpson et. al. of the Senate and Boles of the House. Alternative Fuels Technician Certification Act; modifying equipment and facilities under Department authority. Effective date.

SB 1856 – By Allen et. al. of the Senate and Boles of the House. Carbon sequestration; directing Secretary of Energy and Environment to creat grant program subject to authorization of federal dollars by legislature. Effective date.

SB 1857 – By Montgomery et. al. of the Senate and Wallace et. al. of the House. [Income tax credit; extending credit for qualified clean-burning vehicles; providing credit for hydrogen fuel cells. Effective date.]

SB 1858 – By Montgomery et. al. of the Senate and Martinez of the House. [Tax credit; income tax credit for qualified employee in hydrogen manufacturing industry. Effective date.]

SB 1860 – By McCortney et. al. of the Senate and McEntire et. al. of the House. Patient's Right to Pharmacy Choice Act; expanding retail pharmacy network access standards; prohibiting pharmacy benefits managers from requiring patient use affiliated pharmacy; expanding pharmacy network participation. Effective date.

SJR 27 – By Bergstrom et. al. of the Senate and Roberts (Sean) of the House. [Constitutional amendment; clarifying certain voting requirement.]
SJR 37 – By Treat et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House.
[Constitutional amendment; providing that nothing in the Constitution secures or protects a right to an abortion.]

SJR 48 – By Treat et. al. of the Senate and McCall of the House.
[Constitutional amendment; requiring proof of identity to vote in certain elections; requiring proof of identity for all authorized voting methods.]

CONFERENCE REQUESTED

SB 14 – By Bergstrom of the Senate and Humphrey of the House.
Prisons; authorizing certain correctional peace officer status; payroll system. Effective date.

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE REPORTS SUBMITTED

CCR for HB 2779 – By Pfeiffer of the House and Leewright of the Senate.
Rural electric cooperative easements; defining terms; providing for use of certain easements for broadband service; effective date.

CCR for SB 737 – By McCortney et. al. of the Senate and McEntire et. al. of the House.
Health insurance; modifying duties and prohibited acts of pharmacy benefit managers; authorizing Insurance Commissioner to take action on certain licenses. Emergency.

VETOED BILLS

HB 1090 – By Kendrix et. al. of the House and Howard of the Senate.
State government; State Auditor and Inspector; audits; examinations; effective date; emergency.

HB 1598 – By Provenzano et. al. of the House and Quinn et. al. of the Senate.
Students; vision screening; authorizing the State Department of Education to approve vision screeners to conduct certain screenings; effective date; emergency.

HB 1849 – By Fugate of the House and Brooks of the Senate.
Revenue and taxation; sales tax exemption; school support organizations; effective date.

HB 2088 – By McCall of the House and Thompson of the Senate.
State government; creating the State Government Transparency in Billing Act; exempting Legislature and Judiciary from fees and costs for services rendered by state agencies; defining term; effective date.

HB 2090 – By McCall of the House and Leewright of the Senate.
Telecommunications; Rural Broadband Expansion Council; membership; incentive awards; emergency.

**HB 2313** – By Lawson et. al. of the House and Haste of the Senate. Children; Office of Juvenile System Oversight; annual inspection; site visits; effective date.

**HB 2500** – By Culver of the House and David of the Senate. Abstractors; modifying qualifications to serve on Board; effective date.

**HB 2510** – By Kannady of the House and Thompson of the Senate. Opioid abatement; Political Subdivisions Opioid Abatement Grants Act; criteria for allocating opioid grant awards; emergency.